
SmeargleUsedHex  

By the way, not related to anything, but nice profile picture. 

jadedResearcher  

:) :) :) 

i feel like it fits the "shambling horror" part of the zampanio legends, thank you 

jadedResearcher  

oh right! 

someone remind me to summarize cathulhu's account into breadcrumbs later  

(hope they're okay) 

lionfish1212  

what does meteors mean in the rules channel? O_o 

arcaneArchivist 

pretty sure its a reference to the meteor shower part in zampanio? then again i'm starting to doubt that 

i actually played the "real" version if that even exists :P 

attendantWatcher  

It is a TTRPG term for the GM summoning a meteor to retaliate against a very specific player over some 

slight, I think 

jadedResearcher  

lol sorry ill change the language but yeah essentially "rocks fall, everybody dies", its a refrance to 

another fan game i made 

lionfish1212  

o.o okay!! 

jadedResearcher  

plus yes, Zampanio ref from a meme i found 

lionfish1212  

like the meteor shower scene? 

that didnt hurt anybody though it was just pretty 



jadedResearcher  

noted! 

the memes i had found (where did they go ...) probably were joking and making them seem more 

dangerous than they were then 

lionfish1212  

everyone has different memories of the game though so i dont know... lots of people didnt have 

mermaids 

which is sad because i liked that!!!! 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Mermaids? 

attendantWatcher  

Mermaids might have been procedural. 

lionfish1212  

when i played zampanio it was all about an underwater princess knight and stuff!! i'm writing it down so 

i can put it in testimonies 

it was suuuuper fun 

lionfish1212  

is this the right place to play forum games too?? i miss those a lot 

especially since the whole forum's here 

jadedResearcher  

feel free, ive long since accepted no discord server can stay entirely on topic 

lionfish1212  

lets play my wish is ruined!! 

(if you dont know how to play, you twist the person above you's wish so it's actually bad, and then you 

make your own wish) 

i wish that i had a bowl of ice cream 

jadedResearcher  



you get a bowl of ice cream, and thats how you find out you are allergic to milk 

(like that?) 

lionfish1212  

that's perfect!! now you make a wish 

jadedResearcher  

i wish i could find a cache of that dead Zampanio faq i found a few months ago 

IronicOrnithologist  

You find it and it turns out to be haunted 

You have to eat keyboards like that one TMA episode 

jadedResearcher  

lololol 

lionfish1212  

you have to wish too to keep it going o.o 

IronicOrnithologist  

I wish for fire 

lionfish1212  

granted, but you get stuck in it and get burnt!! 

i wish i had an aquarium 

IronicOrnithologist  

The aquarium is now on fire 

lionfish1212  

D: 

IronicOrnithologist  

I wish for fire 

attendantWatcher  



Your wish is granted by an eardrum-rupturing strike of lightning next to you. I wish for a respite of 24 

hours from all the pressing issues. 

lionfish1212  

granted, but you're in a coma for 24 hours! i wish that all cats could talk. 

IronicOrnithologist  

All cats hate you 

:Jose: 

jadedResearcher  

i read a story like that once 

someone could talk to animals but it turned out all animals hated her, personally 

IronicOrnithologist  

Wow 

What did she do to deserve such rabid hatred? 

jadedResearcher  

it wasn't a very good story, it was just like "man curses be like that" 

the part that stuck with me is the animals didn't like, do anything different 

IronicOrnithologist  

Lazy 

jadedResearcher  

things just like , a cat rubbing itself on you seems affectionate until you hear the constant running 

commentary about how you stink and every bit of your presence shoudl be erased 

it was unexpectidly savage for a childrens story 

"what if the things you parse as good and friendly are secretly everyone hating you" 

IronicOrnithologist  

How to speedrun anxiety 

jadedResearcher  



tbh hearing that we have some "zampanio kids" in this server feels a bit like that to me?  

 

so many kids things are unexpecitdly savage like that and i've been operating under the assumption 

zampanio is ALSO an anxiety speedrun but maybe not? or maybe not if you're a kid? 

lionfish1212  

kids at school are a little bit like that yeah..... 

aurora borealis  

oh yeah before i forget does Aurora frequent this server?  

they used to talk a LOT about zampanio but i havent heard from them in a while 

jadedResearcher  

no one here with that handle, but ppl change identities so often thats not conclusive 

aurora borealis  

ah rip. thanks anyways 

IronicOrnithologist  

Who is Aurora? 

Also anyone here from the Donaldist side of things? 

lionfish1212  

whats that 

also was aurora on the forums because i think i remember a name like that a while ago!!! could be 

something else though 

aurora borealis  

buddy from high school before i moved. really good at fighting games. beat gramps once even 

its not a big deal i think, just worried is all? 

IronicOrnithologist  

Donaldism? 

The study of Donald Duck? 



lionfish1212  

huh 

thats weird! 

IronicOrnithologist  

Uh 

Rude 

:AngryDonald: 

lionfish1212  

oh :( 

aurora borealis  

so im going to visit gramps tomorrow and i can look through his collection then 

but like. i dont understand how its organized. definitely not alphabetical 

did zampanio have any box art? 

lionfish1212  

the disc was kind of colorful i think? it wasnt in a box 

aurora borealis  

ohhh no its gonna be scratched up :C 

lionfish1212  

D: 

aurora borealis  

maybe he burnt a copy of it and put it in the CD holder 

ill see i guess 

jadedResearcher  

(no clue about box art, if you find any def show us) 

(ive always heard of it as  cracked downloads, a physical copy of the original might be worth money)  



aurora borealis  

downloads?? 

 i dont know a lot about video games aside from street fighter, but downloading a whole game has gotta 

take forever right 

attendantWatcher  

Depends on your internet bandwidth.  

aurora borealis  

my what 

attendantWatcher  

your "how fast your connection is" parameter 

lionfish1212  

but a parameter is in geometry 

lionfish1212  

also are the storms really bad for anyone else? 

attendantWatcher  

What storms... 

lionfish1212  

maybe they're not over your area 

it's been better in the summer 

aurora borealis  

weathers great along the florida coast right now, hoping things clear up for you soon though 

lionfish1212  

florida??? 

hope you're safe 

usually you get hit bad 

TunnelGhost  



well well well, what have i just so happened to find 

i checked out my archive of ROBLOX related media and it turns out the farthest back videos and images 

are from 2013. 

this video is my oldest. kinda wonky due to the way i had to convert it, but check it out. 

gottta fix it. sorry about that. 

i'm not sure why roblox decided to record videos in such a janky format but it sure makes it harder to 

share stuff. 

nope, okay, let's see if there's other formats i can convert it to that work. 

TunnelGhost  

hah, that time it ended up making a video file that, when i opened it, said it was over 100 hours long. 

what the hell!? 

gonna have to shave off some file size, this might end up a little crunchy... 

BINGO! 

[a short video of roblox gameplay, it’s underground narrow corridors] 

so, i need to reiterate, this is the OLDEST video i have of myself playing roblox. 

what's really interesting is i think i know what game this is, and it's VERY similar to the one that i played 

that was linked to Zampanio! 

i can't remember this game's name though, but i know for a FACT that it's part of that myth network 

game i was talking about in testimonies 

the only reason this video is particular important to me is because 1: it's my oldest and 2: the similarities 

to the zampanio game i mentioned. 

oh, excuse me, roblox calls them "experiences" now :P  

i probably have more videos like this, but it's such a hassle to convert them! if any of them are relevant 

to Zampanio i'll try to post them, though. 

TunnelGhost  

Aldacre! 

jadedResearcher  

oooo 



lionfish1212  

hey, is there an area for talking about zamp fandom things? i don't want to clog your fancy red string 

with my chattering XD 

jadedResearcher  

oh thats a good point! 

how about zampanio-fandom  @lionfish1212 

lionfish1212  

oh!! 

SmeargleUsedHex  

I have a lot of catching up to do. 

By the way, new profile picture! 

https://media.discordapp.net/attachments/525181365616902165/888220223201771610/download_2.

png 

 I'm pretty proud of it. 

 

lionfish1212  

o_o its been raining all day from the storm 

i like rain but im kind of over it 

lionfish1212  

i figured out how to scroll up the hashtags list muahahaha >.> it hasnt stopped storming though 

https://media.discordapp.net/attachments/525181365616902165/888220223201771610/download_2.png
https://media.discordapp.net/attachments/525181365616902165/888220223201771610/download_2.png


apparently you can see the clouds go in a circle from the hurricane 

jadedResearcher  

ominous 

lionfish1212  

is it not where you live? 

sandy's a big deal 

jadedResearcher  

nope but im p inland 

jadedResearcher  

wait...sandy? 

lionfish1212  

yeah? 

maybe its not in the news on the west coat ._. 

or in other countries i guess 

I SING THE TRUTH  

lol like the West Coast cares about the rest of the 'States 

lionfish1212  

my friend said that their hurricanes are called cyclones 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Must be on the Pacific then. 

I forget what Hurricanes are called on the Indian 

IronicOrnithologist  

? 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Hurricanes are called by different names depending on what ocean they originate in 



Atlantic is Hurricane 

But I forget what it is for the Pacific and Indian 

IronicOrnithologist  

Oh I thought you were talking how they were named 

lionfish1212  

no it's in the atlantic 

i live on the east coast 

definitely a hurricane 

IronicOrnithologist  

I think you have the wrong hurricane name 

Sandy was a while ago 

They had a whole Cake Boss about it 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Sandy? Wasn't that in '12? 

Or are they reusing the name already? 

IronicOrnithologist  

You know with how things have been 

They honestly might as well 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Fucking, maybe there's been so many hurricanes that last few years that they went through the list 

quicker than expected 

jadedResearcher  

i thought they didn't reuse the major names 

IronicOrnithologist  

Sandy 2 

I SING THE TRUTH  



I thought so too? But I can't remember how severe Sandy was 

IronicOrnithologist  

Bigger and wetter 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Before '16 my memory just fucking stops 

IronicOrnithologist  

They didn’t evacuate people I think 

lionfish1212  

it's 2012...... o_o 

are you roleplaying 

it didnt say that anywhere -_- 

IronicOrnithologist  

… 

JR 

We have a troll 

@jadedResearcher 

lionfish1212  

???? 

i'm really confused right now 

jadedResearcher  

im gonna rule that if they aren't spamming or breaking the rules they're not a troll 

but if they wanna larp thats cool with me 

lionfish1212  

i dont even know what a larp is!!! 

I SING THE TRUTH  



Gonna be honest, after '20, '12 doesn't seem that bad. 

aurora borealis  

a kind of bird i think? 

IronicOrnithologist  

That is a lark 

Bad dum tish 

I SING THE TRUTH  

What if a lark were to larp? 

aurora borealis  

no a lark is what you do with your eyes 

jadedResearcher  

no thats a look 

aurora borealis  

thats what you use to secure doors 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Isn't that a lock? 

lionfish1212  

guys...... i just wanted to talk about zampanio and its really weird here 

its scary ;-; 

jadedResearcher  

sorry sorry its a meme 

and no locks are what you do with your tongue  

aurora borealis  

yeah, im just joking around. wordplay is fun. sorry 

I SING THE TRUTH  



unsettling licking noises 

lionfish1212  

like grumpy cat? 

jadedResearcher  

rip grumpy cat 

aurora borealis  

yes like grumpy cat 

lionfish1212  

or gangam style!! 

also grumpy cat isnt dead!!!!! 

i hope not.... i havent heard that 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Grumpy Cat will forever be honored 

o7 

IronicOrnithologist  

F 

Krysal Tepsyr  

oh dear i feel like either im old or ive been living under a rock. 

aurora borealis  

dont know what you're talkina bout grumpy cat is iconic. delight of my face book feed 

Krysal Tepsyr  

nah, i recognize grumpy cat 

just feels like its been so long 

feel old. 

aurora borealis  



what does "o7" mean? is it like. a really long acronym of 7 words starting with "o" 

Krysal Tepsyr  

its a salute 

the o is the head and the 7 is the arm 

lionfish1212  

ive never seen that! 

Krysal Tepsyr  

you will in time 

:) 

lionfish1212  

what? 

Krysal Tepsyr  

i mean, you said you're from, what, 2012? 

maybe you'll see it more  

in the future  

you know 

lionfish1212  

you all talk about it really weirdly like you're mysterious and everyone else says i'm a larp 

Krysal Tepsyr  

dont worry about it 

lionfish1212  

...ok...... 

Flippet  

huh. 

i don't know what year it is. 



never thought about that. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Really, does anyone? 

Time is dead and meaning has no meaning. Better get used to it before it gets used to you. 

Flippet  

-_- 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Hey, don't blame me for being right. 

Flippet  

eh. it's all subjective anyway. 

aurora borealis  

would reccommend getting a watch 

IronicOrnithologist  

Time is dead and I killed him 

Fist fight in the parking lot 

I won 

Obviously 

jadedResearcher  

or did you:ey3p3nsiv3: 

maybe youre a ghost 

IronicOrnithologist  

No I'm very alive 

Time can suck it 

jadedResearcher  

maybe we're all ghosts except you 



IronicOrnithologist  

Yes 

jadedResearcher  

and time is dead 

IronicOrnithologist  

All of you died like cowards 

lionfish1212  

o_O 

O_o 

aurora borealis  

bluhhh guess i'm not going to gramps' place after all. i'll try again soon. sorry folks 

jadedResearcher  

no worries, stay safe 

lionfish1212  

thats too bad!! :( 

lionfish1212  

i think this is right? 

is this general 

Krysal Tepsyr  

yep! 

I SING THE TRUTH  

ye ur here 

lionfish1212  

yay!!! 

Krysal Tepsyr  



alright 

anyway. yeah. i've been collecting uh. 

stories for a long time 

and i found a bunch that just seem to fit together well 

I SING THE TRUTH  

The Library of Krysal 

lets goooo 

Krysal Tepsyr  

dunno if zampanio'll be like that but it could be, who knows. 

lionfish1212  

are you a librarian? 

Krysal Tepsyr  

not exactly, no. 

just someone who constantly looks for knowledge. 

i just like figuring out things about what seems to be this bigger world. 

like seein' how it ticks. 

lionfish1212  

are you a clock maker? 

Krysal Tepsyr  

hmm 

i've made a couple, but it's not something i do on a regular basis 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Quick question-Did anyone else come here hoping to get a copy of the game?  

jadedResearcher  

i mean i literally started the server with that hope 



or at least a link to a faq i found and it immediately vanished 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

:( 

I was hoping to get a copy of it without contacting my brother.  Now I wonder if it's possible to get a 

copy at all 

Krysal Tepsyr  

so far i haven't been able to find an original copy, but imma keep digging 

if anybody can find (and then win) some seemingly impossible to find game by sheer force of will it's 

probably me 

jadedResearcher  

do you speak italian krysal? 

Krysal Tepsyr  

for the past uh 

how long again 

fuck i can't remember. 

jadedResearcher  

oh wow then yeah if you get a copy you'll be invaluable 

imagine getting the ACTUAL real translation of the game 

instead of all the shitty fan cracks 

Krysal Tepsyr  

look i've had to sit here and translate french from a cat lady and russian from another lady for who 

knows how long 

i'm sure if the game ends up in my hands 

i'll figure out how to read italian 

or maybe i'll make myself the time to learn it. 

it will not be a problem. 

jadedResearcher  



nice 

i knew this server was a good idea 

lionfish1212  

are you in a cat lady mailing list with french and russian people 

Krysal Tepsyr  

no, they're just friends. 

one just happens to speak predominantly french, and the other pretty much only speaks russian. 

think she only spoke english for a short bit recently. 

lionfish1212  

you have strange friends 

Krysal Tepsyr  

i sure do. 

lately some of em haven't been getting along well 

i'm worried about em, honestly, but i've got my own things to do, bigger things to worry about  

gotta keep everybody safe, yknow? 

keep things movin. 

lionfish1212  

my friends are like that too 

two of them have a crush on the same boy and i dont really care 

and they're really mad about it all the time and it just makes me sad because like 

who really cares about boys? we can just all be friends.... 

Krysal Tepsyr  

mm 

yeah... 

Krysal Tepsyr  



been looking through my notes again 

lion, you ever hear stories about snake people? 

lionfish1212  

it rings a bell...... 

but barely 

Krysal Tepsyr  

besides those conspiracies that i know a lot of people have heard about "ooh, snake people run the 

world" or something 

lionfish1212  

i havent heard those 

Krysal Tepsyr  

eh, those conspiracies are nonsense anyway 

there are far better choices. 

SireKardis  

I thought it was a different reptile 

Krysal Tepsyr  

depends where you are 

i've heard some people talk about snakes, some about lizards, i know some even talked about there 

being like, dragons hiding among society in a human form. 

but yeah. i know a lot of little stories about these people who are like. half snake tree people. 

same place i heard about the big geese, actually 

now that i think of it, that story... huh. 

maybe i can find more connections between it and zampanio... 

SireKardis  

Good luck! 

Krysal Tepsyr  



thanks. 

maybe i'll look through my tapes again 

see if i can find any tidbits 

lionfish1212  

oh are you an old person who hasnt switched to cds yet 

how do you watch your movies 

Krysal Tepsyr  

pff. old, perhaps, but i have media on all kindsa things here. 

happen to be a bit of a collector. been gathering up all these tapes. got boxes of the things. every so 

often i just happen to find a new one or three. 

lionfish1212  

at yard sales and stuff 

that makes sense 

Krysal Tepsyr  

yeah, definitely. 

lionfish1212  

what else do you get at yard sales? 

Krysal Tepsyr  

uhh lets see. 

got this really nice couch. one'a those leather ones. 

had it for a while, used to be me and my best friend's favorite place to relax 

lionfish1212  

comfy!!! >.> 

Krysal Tepsyr  

definitely been well loved at this point 

it's always in just the right spot when we need it. 



lionfish1212  

magic couch..... 

Krysal Tepsyr  

absolutely magical 

lionfish1212  

wow 

Krysal Tepsyr  

we still don't know how it does it 

i mean 

we do, we put it there 

but, yknow. definitely confuses other people sometimes. 

"why did you put it there?" 

it's just the right spot, man, don't question it. 

it's just comfier there. 

lionfish1212  

like in the middle of your house 

i want to have my own house so i can put furniture in places 

Krysal Tepsyr  

yeah 

it's fun. do recommend. 

Daedalus  

So yeah. 

During The Way Ahead quest, I thought it was going to lead me to Al’Daric, but instead things keep 

changing. There was that one reference during the second stage that made me think I was on the right 

path, but then it turned out to be Vis’Daric instead? 

I tried checking the subreddit but wasn’t too helpful 



jadedResearcher  

yeah the subreddit is dead as hell 

and honestly, wiht how much zampanio varies theres a solid chance you'll never find anyone who played 

the same arc as you to get help 

Daedalus  

Like there was one post that helped 

jadedResearcher  

yeah? 

Daedalus  

Yeah 

attendantWatcher  

Divergent evolution hard at work... 

Daedalus  

It helped me figure out the right Path 

Did anyone else get the glitch path, I’m curious? Or was that just exclusive to my run. 

jadedResearcher  

ive heard of a lot of glitch paths being possible 

some people get builds that do nothing but crash, even 

Daedalus  

I mean the charlim one 

It gave me a note-taking ability which is super useful but also seemed kind of over costed at first 

I suspect it might have locked me out of Common Knowledge but I’m not really sure, either. 

None of the NPCs had any useful input 

jadedResearcher  

oh man yeah the seemingly mundane early abilities really scale well later on 

that seems to be p universal 



any naems you remember for npcs? ive got a file going trying to list out the variations 

Daedalus  

My primary abilities originated from it and firestarting, yeah. Mana Manip was also big, but not my 

primary 

Let me think… 

Lesana? Lisana. 

Tara 

Rashin 

Lefi who I think might be Loki in disguise but I’m not sure 

More recently we had Othniel Hawizek and Shalob Cope 

Daedalus  

Ooh! 

So section 31 of The Way Ahead quest, if you ask “What color is the shade of Disbelief” you unlock a 

hidden questline 

jadedResearcher  

do you get to actually type in your questions, or is it more from a list, in your playthrough? 

Daedalus  

I had to type it out 

It was quite the labyrinth to figure that out, let me tell you 

If it doesn’t work, try opening up the command log for the game and entering it there 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

So okay still glancing around and re-reading testimonies and from what I'm seeing no one else found 

like, the actual content of the game.... sad or eerie? 

Like Idk that's the vibe I remember but everyone else's experience seems so different. 

Like this slowly building dread. 

Idk what was the vibe the rest of you got from your experiences? 

Daedalus  



Nah, mine was closer to a... not exactly idle game, but I did appreciate how you could automate grinding 

in-game 

I'd frequently set it up with a task and return later when it was completed 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

That just sounds so different... 

Daedalus  

I mean, it was kind of sad, but not in an eerie way 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Maybe these weren't really versions of the same game, but zampanio was like... a company or 

developer or something? 

Daedalus  

Just a sort of "aw, those poor people" way 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Or some kind of an umbrella... label for different games 

I'm trying to look up your testimony now daedalus 

lionfish1212  

when i played i remember it being bittersweet 

but i was really little so i dont totally remember all the nuance and stuff 

like coming back to a book and realizing there's more to it 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Maybe the sense of dread was more my own and my brother's anxiety issues kicking in 

But I definitely remember a sense of sadness 

lionfish1212  

the ending was super sad 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Okay I just re-read your testimony lionfish and what was sad about the ending? 



Genuinely curious--I didnt see the ending of my game 

You say you defeated the bad guy but...? 

lionfish1212  

you defeat the bad guy but you have to sacrifice the well being of the mermaid city 

the ending cutscenes are all rubble and rebuilding and things 

there is no magic for a month 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Ahhhh 

When you talked about rebuilding in your testimony that sounded hopeful to me but I guess that does 

sound sad... destruction of something beautiful I guess? 

lionfish1212  

i think so 

it was a long time ago 

i mostly only remember the end because it happened in india too 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

India? Huh 

lionfish1212  

yeah! its really weird 

jadedResearcher  

:eyes: :eyes: :eyes: 

guys 

the other Zampanio server? 

just went from read only 

to THIS 



 

what the actual hell 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Oh, dear. 

jadedResearcher  

i didnt even know discord could LOOK like that 

is it a glitch??? 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Hell if I know. 

jadedResearcher  

theres not even a channel name 

BUT i managed to scrape off a powerpoint from it before it died 



https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KcQHyjzztV9F6pE8Z4Fu1cdxTl5--GmLWbvIA/edit?usp=drivesdk 

tada! 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Also, sorry I haven't been active much. I've been trying to decrypt a small collection of files that refuse 

to be decrypted. 

I'm totally not bad around large numbers of people and not at all nervous about there suddenly being a 

ton of them here. 

Anyway, cool powerpoint!  

Jokes aside, I think your link is broken.  

jadedResearcher  

ohdhodf youre right, hold up, lemme try again 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Did you turn on sharing via link? 

jadedResearcher  

its definitely not private... 

SmeargleUsedHex  

I've forgotten that a few times. 

jadedResearcher  

plus thats a diff error, i think, than private 

okay trying again 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KcQHyjzztV9F6pE8Z4Fu1cdxTl5--GmLWbvIA/edit?usp=drivesdk 

gah still broken 

okay 

maybe its a google problem? 

maybe itll work later? 

except this is my account 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KcQHyjzztV9F6pE8Z4Fu1cdxTl5--GmLWbvIA/edit?usp=drivesdk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KcQHyjzztV9F6pE8Z4Fu1cdxTl5--GmLWbvIA/edit?usp=drivesdk


i copied the file over 

and i can read it??? 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Are you sure you're getting the link right? Not just copying the page URL, getting the "share file" link? 

jadedResearcher  

im sure, let ne confirm with a diff file 

Daedalus  

It's working for me?  

Doesn't have anything to do with the game, though 

It's just a picture of a golden retriever 

SmeargleUsedHex  

What? 

Daedalus  

¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 

jadedResearcher  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JAq9Opnr-

DftOqzWgkP4hUi_qLX34UGX4p9CG16ltVU/edit?usp=drivesdk 

Google Docs 

test 

complete unrelated to any sufficiently obscure games, hi hex 

can yall see that? 

Daedalus  

Yeah 

It's a google doc 

jadedResearcher  

but not  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JAq9Opnr-DftOqzWgkP4hUi_qLX34UGX4p9CG16ltVU/edit?usp=drivesdk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JAq9Opnr-DftOqzWgkP4hUi_qLX34UGX4p9CG16ltVU/edit?usp=drivesdk


 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KcQHyjzztV9F6pE8Z4Fu1cdxTl5--GmLWbvIA/edit?usp=drivesdk 

whats the first doc say for you daed? 

Daedalus  

It's just a picture 

SmeargleUsedHex  

I think Google is trolling you. 

Daedalus  

Here, I'll see if I can send a picture of it 

Golden retriever with a stick 

jadedResearcher  

no i mean the second link 

hex can you see the non Zampanio link? 

Daedalus  

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KcQHyjzztV9F6pE8Z4Fu1cdxTl5--GmLWbvIA/edit?usp=drivesdk


There 

jadedResearcher  

thats a balloon???  

Daedalus  

'this is a game for hex' is what I see in #2 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Yeah, I see it. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Also, what the fuck? 

Daedalus  

Puppy! 

It is a great dog picture, I will agree 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Are you ok? 

Blobbin  

Why did you just send a picture of a city skyline? It looks cool, but it's definitely not a puppy. 

Daedalus  

Probably 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Jesus christ. 

jadedResearcher  

okay SO getting distracted 

if googles gonna fuck up, fuck it: 

would ppl be free, maybe tomorrow to jump into vc? i can screenshare the power point, see if that 

holds up  

SmeargleUsedHex  



Laser point. Ha. 

Blobbin  

What time? I'm in BST if that helps. 

Daedalus  

I will probably be free? 

What are we talking about again? 

Blobbin  

Vcing to screen share the PowerPoint 

jadedResearcher  

30 hours from now? 

Blobbin  

Because Google docs hates us, apparently 

Daedalus  

Powerpoint of what again? 

jadedResearcher  

PowerPoint on a buncha zampanio stuff, i scraped it off the other discord before it glitched out 

Blobbin  

Awesome! 

jadedResearcher  

i can do anytime between 30 hours from now and 35 hours from now 

else we can wait for the weekend  

thats tomorrow at this time plus 6 hours 

till now tomorrow plus 11 

(talking timezones stops working once daylight savings goes weird so i just do relative time only) 

Daedalus  



Fair enough 

But what was in the other discord? 

Like mainly I just don't track why upi 

why you'd need to look up so much stuff 

Or is this on other paths and quests? 

Blobbin  

I can probably do 30 hours from now, but not much later. 

jadedResearcher  

i can do a bit earlier if needed , but it'll be tight 

and daed, there used to be another Zampanio discord server but uts locked to read only 

they have a LOT of info about the game thats not anywhere else 

had 

Blobbin  

Any earlier and I'm watching a film, any other and I'm asleep. But if I can't make it, don't worry. Just 

update me on what you find out. 

jadedResearcher  

fair and valid 

Daedalus  

Ah, cool 

Blobbin  

*later 

Daedalus  

I have had a few questions with my current playthrough 

jadedResearcher  

i dont think there's a lot of playthru specific docs out there at all, given the sheer variety of  gamemodes, 

but maybe youll recognize something in the powerpoint? 



IronicOrnithologist  

Ugh 

Can’t focus 

Can’t write 

Why 

gone_farther [used to go by Demeter’d, this is why the responses use that name] 

have you tried sleep 

i haeer it's good 

IronicOrnithologist  

Yes 

gone_farther  

... 

*hear 

IronicOrnithologist  

Haeer 

Typo in the group chat 

gone_farther  

Grow up. 

IronicOrnithologist  

? 

I’m sorry you got offended by the traditional response to a typo 

gone_farther  

Dear heart, that isn't the standard response to a typo on this very server. 

Grow up. 

IronicOrnithologist  



? 

??? 

I’m sorry? 

attendantWatcher  

As far as I have haeerd it's an universal response and you better get used to it demeter'd 

IronicOrnithologist  

Never visit another discord server 

You might get confused by the different customs 

But you seem to be the type of person who doesn’t understand the difference between something 

being ethical and something being moral, yet you pontificate about how smart you think you are 

Your takeaway from the Greeks were the names of their gods, not the lessons they were trying to teach 

lionfish1212  

feeds troll some popcorn :P 

IronicOrnithologist  

Maybe you should grow up Demeter’d 

Who is the troll? I actually want some popcorn 

lionfish1212  

eeeeveryone is trolly today 

so much yelling 

do we have forum mods? 

IronicOrnithologist  

It’s not that serious 

I think @gone_farther is going to keep quiet now after showing everyone their ass 

gone_farther  

it's about how marriage is like death, it takes your daughter away from you 



but now we have, like, better customs and we don't do that any more. so. i find different things fruitful 

than what they were trying to teach, which was mostly "why we have these rites in our Eleusian 

mysteries". 

IronicOrnithologist  

If that is your take away of all of Demeter in the role of Greek mythology I feel sorry for you 

Also I suspect your knowledge of mythology and religion to be lacking 

Maybe you should take a class 

Or five 

gone_farther  

Rejection without substitution. 

How convincing. 

lionfish1212  

you're just feeding a troll ironic >_< 

stooooooop 

IronicOrnithologist  

Actually you fell right into my trap 

attendantWatcher  

IO. Stop. You're verbally beating up a child. Or someone whose capacity for reading the room is that of a 

child. 

Unless lionfish has a point and demeter'd is just a troll. 

IronicOrnithologist  

Where do logical fallacies come from? 

lionfish1212  

you are both acting very flamey but i think demeter threw the first punch both of you are bad though 

someone get the fire extinguisher for the flame war!!!!! 

they're gonna burn down the trees if we don't stop them soon! 

IronicOrnithologist  



@attendantWatcher This is my chance to share everything I’ve learned in my ethics class 

lionfish1212  

can you write a paper 

IronicOrnithologist  

Lionfish that is adorable 

Well actually that is what started this mess 

@jadedResearcher 

gone_farther  

I've answered their substantive questions; they don't. Judge, then, how you will. 

lionfish1212  

i dont understand what either of you are saying but it seems very angry to me 

¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 

IronicOrnithologist  

You’re missing how funny this is 

You took an anti-philosophy stance in an argument and tried to use a philosophical concept to say that 

philosophy isn’t important 

I’m not going to actually continue because it’s very funny 

I will actually go over some basic logical fallacies 

Now is the time to learn 

lionfish1212  

/mute ironicornithologist 

how do i mute someone 

IronicOrnithologist  

I want to call this a Circular argument, but it’s not even an argument 

You don’t 

Welcome to your new intro to ethics class 



gone_farther  

right-click and choose 'Block'. 

IronicOrnithologist  

It’s just an attack on my character 

lionfish1212  

but youre not a character 

IronicOrnithologist  

Instead of explaining what the problem was, you decided to just tell me to ‘grow up’ 

‘Character’ refers to your being, in a sense 

Who you are as a person 

Ad Hominem is the attack of the character of an individual instead of their arguments 

In this case, Demeter’d is just an asshole 

Somewhat ableist, at that 

gone_farther  

One can also right-click a channel and choose 'Mute channel'. 

IronicOrnithologist  

It’s not exactly kosher to deride an autistic person by calling them ‘childish’ 

I think you are just 

A massive dick 

And you can suck it 

lionfish1212  

i will try to mute the channel! 

IronicOrnithologist 



 

Krysal Tepsyr  

for fucks sake... 

IronicOrnithologist  

Anyways that was ridiculous 

lionfish1212  

i didn't find the button 

IronicOrnithologist  

It’s in your heart 

lionfish1212  

there are no icons here just words! 

i don't like how discord is designed it's very weird 

IronicOrnithologist  

Yeah it’s not very accessible 

Good news I forced you to listen to me now you are smarter than everyone else in your class 

lionfish1212  

i just ignored you! ^.^ 



IronicOrnithologist  

Cool you failed my class 

F - 

Now you will never learn actual historic facts like that Hellen Keller supported eugenics and plagiarized 

her fiction book 

I actually don’t like Hellen Keller as a person 

Her activism was biased 

Which is very obvious with the fact that she supported eugenics 

See she was all for disabled people who became disabled, but anyone born with a disability? 

gone_farther  

have a picture of her :X 

https://media.americanancestors.org/uploadedfiles/american_ancestors/content/marketing/pdf_archiv

e/hkeller_release_feb08v2.pdf 

IronicOrnithologist  

Okay 

That doll looks like Chucky 

jadedResearcher  

reading uo 

at least try to be civil yeah? like srsly i dont want to conclude running a server was a mistake  

lionfish1212  

this reminds me of the forums 

jadedResearcher  

ppl are ppl yup 

Krysal Tepsyr  

what has happened before, all that shit 

whatever 

https://media.americanancestors.org/uploadedfiles/american_ancestors/content/marketing/pdf_archive/hkeller_release_feb08v2.pdf
https://media.americanancestors.org/uploadedfiles/american_ancestors/content/marketing/pdf_archive/hkeller_release_feb08v2.pdf


anyway trying to dig for this thing 

if i look close enough SURELY 

i should be able to find it 

jadedResearcher  

??? 

Krysal Tepsyr  

dont worry bout it just trying to find the fucking game whenever it is 

jadedResearcher  

mood 

any time i think ive found a link its just a 404 

one or two ppl always go "works for me" but how do you tell trolls vs "they got in before the link died" 

IronicOrnithologist  

Hell yeah got a package 

jadedResearcher  

? 

IronicOrnithologist  

I don’t know what package this is 

But I got a package 

attendantWatcher  

Open it. 

jadedResearcher  

is it actually for you? sometimes the mail accidentally gives me shit from my neighbors 

IronicOrnithologist  

Yes 

I forgot I ordered something 



It's just a doormat 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Alright, guys. Sorry for inactivity, I've been taking a crack at something that's been irritating me for a 

while, and I've made some progress. 

I found a collection of badly-corrupted text documents that appear to be collections of loading screen 

tips? 

They read like loading screen tips, anyway. 

IronicOrnithologist  

Share with the rest of the class 

SmeargleUsedHex  

They're sorted by aspect, and into smaller categories within that. So far, I've only managed to fully 

reconstruct one, for an aspect called Web. Here it is. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12cx3_4UT5fPdQUX-

0az0MScRTu50YxUH2Xm75sdaEAw/edit?usp=sharing 

Google Docs 

“web 

General Tips As a Web player, make sure to plan ahead. Your traps are only good when you have the 

time to set them. Predicting where your opponents will go is an important tool in any Web players’ 

toolset. Try to get an idea of what the enemy’s movement pathing prioritizes, and cut them off. You...” 

They aren't too broken, just very tedious to put together. I'll post more as I get them readable. 

IronicOrnithologist  

Perfect for Halloween 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Wait, shoot. I should've posted that in bread-crumbs. 

sierra & sammi  

Hey! I think I might be close to fixing my game, but Im stuck on a few parts. Can i dm someone for help?  

-Sammi 

IronicOrnithologist  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12cx3_4UT5fPdQUX-0az0MScRTu50YxUH2Xm75sdaEAw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12cx3_4UT5fPdQUX-0az0MScRTu50YxUH2Xm75sdaEAw/edit?usp=sharing


Have you tried turning it off an on again? 

sierra & sammi  

Haha yes 

That's what Sierra keeps telling me to do, but I think my problem goes a little deeper -Sammi  

lionfish1212  

guys 

i had a really bad dream last night after the voice call 

it was about zampanio 

sierra & sammi  

oh no! what happened?? -sierra 

lionfish1212  

me and lionfish (my companion, not what im called online) were in the mermaid city together, but 

lionfish was just acting really mean 

like i was really little again and lionfish was talking to me like a monologue 

i couldn't speak through all of it, i could just nod or shake my head 

but lionfish was calling me a fool all the time and saying that i was too underdeveloped to really see 

what they were and stuff 

and that lionfish was actually "beyond my comprehension" and that they were disappointed that after 

all the time they spent with me that i didn't really see whatever they were 

and when i could finally speak i said that i was seeing them right now, and they just turned to me and 

stared at me with these two eyes that looked so much more realistic than the rest of them and said 

"good" and then everything turned pitch black around me 

like i was trapped in this winding hallway that turned and turned but never ended 

it felt like i was in there forever when i woke up 

lionfish1212  

lionfish said a lot of other things too but i don't know how to explain them 

Flippet  



well you don't have to if you don't want to; additionally you could just transcribe them. 

more importantly, you doing okay? 

lionfish1212  

yeah 

Flippet  

good. 

lionfish1212  

it was just a really bad dream 

sierra & sammi  

oh yikes 

take care of yourself, lionfish 

lionfish1212  

thank you 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Did you know that, hypothetically, the number pi contains every written work that ever has, or ever will 

be written, encoded in every single method of character-to-number encoding, including binary, 

hexadecimal, and a1z26, that ever has or ever will be conceived?  

Food for thought. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Also means pi contains the source code of every video game that ever has or ever will be programmed.  

You know, if every mention of Zampanio on the internet gets deleted (or otherwise messed with), 

shouldn't pi technically get deleted too? Technically, it has all of Zampanio's source code in it! Looks like 

Mr. Inexplicable Force That Deletes Zampanio Content is getting lazy.  

attendantWatcher  

that is a factoid I think 

As in, it doesn't HAVE to be true, there are transcendental numbers which don't contain such info within 

themselves 



aurora borealis  

wouldnt this thing just delete any published instance of pi calculated far enough to contain the source, 

instead of pi itself 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Fair enough. 

If this thing was deleting any instance of pi calculated far enough, this would probably be less of a 

Discord server and more of an SCP Foundation base. 

creeper  

maybe random digits are being deleted from pi all the time when the Thing figures out it's source code 

of some zampiano sim or other and we just don't know because they're too far off 

ashdgklsh *zampanio 

SmeargleUsedHex  

How does one delete a number FROM pi? 

creeper  

just, like, 3.1415926535 --> 3.14159535 

obviously not that short or that far ahead but. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Also fair enough. 

Although, since computers calculate over time, wouldn't someone notice as the computer types the last 

digit of Zampanio's code, and then the part that was just finished inexplicably gets deleted? Computers 

can only calculate numbers so fast. 

And how much of Zampanio's source code has to be calculated and typed in before it gets recognized as 

Zampanio? 

Would it predict that a string of numbers is going to be Zampanio and delete it as its typed? 

But then, wouldn't people also notice the computer randomly stalling out as it prints digits that are 

immediately deleted? 

lionfish1212  

i don’t think it’s real, guys 



this is a creepy pasta 

pi is pi 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Just speaking hypothetically here. 

The entire point of this server is to conspiratize. Nothing wrong with debating the logical application of 

anomalous effects. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

hey so I was looking at some Boris Groh art and it reminded me of this quote that... I am pretty sure I 

heard in zampanio? 

I was wondering if anyone else had their game tell them something similar 

ughhh I wish I could remember the exact words but it was something like 

"When everyone is looking in one direction, look where no one else looks" 

like--the concept of, trying to observe what everyone else misses but not following the typical line of 

sight that rules everyone else 

that the real story or the real answer is going to be in the place where no one looks, or with the person 

no one notices 

anyway, this is the art that reminded me of it 

https://www.artstation.com/artwork/3oqbwJ 

like, okay. you have these people staring at this giant monster. But the one person who is clutching their 

head in horror is... looking in the opposite directiion. Something even worse is right out of our line of 

sight, in the opposite direction of where everyone else is looking 

.... did anyone else have a moment like that in the game? 

gone_farther  

That sure is a giant monster!  

...I didn't see the opposite person until you pointed them out. 

Maybe they're looking at us? 

That seems standard. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

https://www.artstation.com/artwork/3oqbwJ


are we the horror then? :sweat_smile: 

gone_farther  

It's an obvious answer. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

hmmm. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

unrelated, but I think I'm going to bite the bullet and try and contact my brother again 

see if he remembers more about the game 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Maybe they're just covering their ears. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

I haven't been in contact with ANYONE in my family for Reasons, which makes it kind of silly to reach out 

about a video game of all things but 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Implying it's making some kind of noise. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

but people tend to look toward the noises that they hear 

not away from them 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Not if it's loud enough. 

Also, maybe they already saw it and looked AWAY in horror. Nothing saying this is the very moment the 

monster appears. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

but then why are their eyes so wide? 

if they were flinching or curling away--the reaction would be to close your eyes 

SmeargleUsedHex  



Fair point. Just raising theories. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

this person is looking at something 

that is in the opposite direction of the monster that everyone is looking atr 

no it's a fair theory! I'm just defending my perspective :sweat_smile: 

art interpretation is subjective 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Oh hey, just realized both the kid and the monster are looking DIRECTLY at the viewer. Neat. 

gone_farther  

Huh, you're right. Their heads are slightly angled away but the eyes are on a direct line. 

Since we're doing "unrelated, but Vibes" today— 

https://arcadeidea.wordpress.com/category/games/?order=asc 

A contemporary of Pong (allegedly), but still ten years after Spacewar! 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

oooooh 

gone_farther  

This is a history of video games. Sort of. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

you find such interesting things demeter'd <3 

gone_farther  

Oh, thank you! 

sometimes i find caftran fic <3 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

:smiling_face_with_3_hearts: sometimes! 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Can't you play Spacewar on Steam or something?  

https://arcadeidea.wordpress.com/category/games/?order=asc


gone_farther  

I wouldn't know, I'm not that into video games. 

aurora borealis  

wait spacewars an actual game and not a loophole for piracy? 

sierra & sammi  

Sammi and i have started actually playing zampanio! we meant to give an update earlier but we got 

really absorbed in the game. I'm going to sleep now, but tell you all about it tomorrow :) 

lionfish1212  

im done with school now so i can talk about the dream i had last night 

i still remember and i never remember my dreams 

it was better this time 

i wasn't my character i was lionfish 

and i was in this huge hexagonal room that was full of shelves and doorways 

and every time i went through a doorway every room was the same 

and when i looked up and down the railings in the middle of a hexagon it just faded into darkness both 

ways 

up and down 

i think it was based on a story i read some time 

but after i was exploring, someone behind me that i couldn't see pushed me i know it was a person 

because i felt their hands on my back 

and i fell for what had to be an hour down the hexagon past more library shelves i could count 

and then i was back in the mermaid city 

and then i woke up 

jadedResearcher  

did you look at what was on the shelves??? 

lionfish1212  

i couldn't read anything 



like it was words but i just couldn't read them 

jadedResearcher  

so shelves of books??? 

lionfish1212  

when i opened a book i could see that there was writing on it, and i could make out letters 

but i just couldnt put them into words 

and sometimes they'd change when i wasn't concentrating on them 

Daedalus  

Hi 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Why are you saying hi in every single channel? 

Daedalus  

blink 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Are you... rping? 

Daedalus  

blink 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Um, with all due respect, please don't clog up the channels with meaningless messages. 

Daedalus  

blink 

Daedalus  

Hi 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R 



 

Hello to you too! 

Daedalus  

blink  

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

blinks back 

Daedalus  

blink 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

blinks again 

Daedalus  

blink 

hi 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  



Hello! 

Daedalus  

blink 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Nice to meet you! 

Daedalus  

blink 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

blink 

Daedalus  

blink 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

blink blink 

Daedalus  

hi 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Hello! 

Daedalus  

blink 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

blink blink 

Daedalus  

blink 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

(This is fun!) 



Daedalus  

hi 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Hi! 

Daedalus  

blink 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

blink 

Daedalus  

blink 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

blink 

Daedalus  

hi 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Hi! 

Daedalus  

blink 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

I tried to text my brother. Apparently he has a new number. Tried to find him on Facebook but 

apparently he deactivated. 

I'm going to try and call some other family members and see if I can find out what's up... 

I'm sure he'll remember more about zampanio than I do. Maybe he'll even have a copy. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

What do you think @Daedalus ? 

Daedalus  



blink 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Yeah me too :( 

Daedalus  

hi 

jadedResearcher  

hi :) :) :) 

Daedalus  

blink 

lionfish1212  

guys can we please please please stop spamming channels it keeps giving me notifications and i don't 

know how to fix it plus i think it's kind of weird and rude 

isnt justified a mod 

jadedResearcher  

you know! I should fix that! 

this account doesn't deserve to be a mod, after all 

lionfish1212  

what? 

jadedResearcher  

while i work on that, you can set your account to not have notifications at all for this server!  either 

forever, or for just a duration! 



 

lionfish1212  

i don't really understand all the menus on this program 

the design is really weird 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Yeah the menus can get funky, but I think the basic, "walk into this room and talk" flow is very, very 

good. 

TunnelGhost  

going home this weekend for my Bday, hoping i can find something zampanio related on my older 

computers. will keep you posted. 

jadedResearcher  

:) :) :) 

sierra & sammi  

Im getting really invested, and its taking me a while to get through, so I might be out for a day or two, if 

anything important happens tell Sierra for me -Sammi :) 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Discord is frustrating sometimes. 



We all know that. 

sierra & sammi  

Good night everyone talk to you later -Sammi :) 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Gnight! 

gone_farther  

@jadedResearcher petition to rename this server "Ancient Italian Video Games/Greek Myths". 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Uh, why? 

That seems highly illogical. 

gone_farther  

Seems to be the two main topics. :D 

This thought was inspired by googling 'Daedalus', for the record. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Okay, you got me there. 

gone_farther  

Castor and Pollux are Greek too! 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Fun! 

gone_farther  

You'd think an Italian game would have more Latin myths, but then the Romans liked using Greek 

culture as well, so maybe some things just never change. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Eh, cultural division is fake. Culture as a whole is just one massive echo chamber of people mashing 

together random ideas other people came up with. 

lionfish1212  



is everyone okay 

everyone's okay right 

aurora borealis  

prolly 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Why lionfish did something happen?  

lionfish1212  

i was reading the old messages 

and it's kind of confusing 

and like a bad dream 

i feel like it's a dream 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

People like to cut loose and be a little weird on the internet is all 

Or, some people. 

lionfish1212  

but not weird weird 

it's fun to be random 

like waffles!!! but this isn't waffles 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

I mean some people like their weirdness to be an edgier vibe--or, you know, they're using their 

interactions with zampanio as a stress outlet because of real life stuff 

lionfish1212  

it's scary 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

:( 



okay well, if anyone has been doing anything that makes you uncomfortable or scared for real, I'm sure 

@jadedResearcher will be able to deal with it if you DM them. 

a lot of times people will play act online to try and seem scary, but it's important to reach out if anyone 

is bothering you 

I remember my brother, back when he was living with me used to spam forums with "scary looking text" 

or weird symbols. I don't really know why, i just looked over his shoulder and he was like, sending these 

things en masse. 

I think he was probably trying to scare people, but it's just because he was going through a really 

stressful time. 

attendantWatcher  

Correlation doesn't imply causation.  

It all will be more clear later on, lionfish. It's promised. You'll see. 

lionfish1212  

sure...... 

aurora borealis  

yeah ive been having trouvle following whats been going on as of late. are yall good 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Okay well I bit the bullet and called other members of my family to see why my brothers Facebook was 

deactivated and his phone number not working 

Apparently he ran away some time ago and they haven't heard from him since... jesus 

Its always something 

gone_farther  

Oh no! That's really sad. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

  

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Oh, uh, Hex, your text isn't showing up...?  

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  



Hopefully he's alright. I'm going to try and sift through a few of the sites I know he used to go on and 

find... something. Maybe I can contact him on his old reddit  

gone_farther  

Goood luck! 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Thank you go_far :( 

gone_farther  

<3 My family id, if anything too kid to me, so - I know how important it can be. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

My family--everyone tries. There is always just a Lot going on and a lot of hurt feelings on all sides so I 

tend to stay away. 

gone_farther  

I'm so sorrry. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

I hope your brother is fine. It cannot be isolated from an unregistered person. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Thanks Hex  :( 

sierra & sammi  

Hello friends!! :) 

Sorry I have been gone for so long! I have been busy :D 

Who is NotAMinotaur? 

SmeargleUsedHex  

They are good friends. They are good people. Simbe. 

aurora borealis  

that is a bot 

SmeargleUsedHex  



Hey, he’s a man today. No. Cactus does not know this 

aurora borealis  

oh uh ok. happy birthday i guess? 

did JR leave and come back 

SmeargleUsedHex  

UJR is not efficient, fast and reliable. Words are not as good as words. JavaScript enabled. The game is 

good. 

creeper  

…javascript? 

creeper  

i would also like to know the answer to this 

justifiedRecursion  

don't worry!!! 

 

this account feels MUCH better!!! 

 

i think theres going to be some changes around here!!! 

aurora borealis  

uhhhh ok 

SmeargleUsedHex  

yes this is better 

aurora borealis  

so uh. hows everyones friday going 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Well, I had an eye appointment early in the morning. Apparently my eyes are healthy except that my 

eyes dont close all the way while I'm sleeping (???) 



I got eye drops to mitigate the dryness 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Eyes 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

I didnt know this was a thing. Has anyone else heard of this??? 

Anyway I guess that's all off topic but that's how my day is going 

creeper 

“Lagophthalmos is a condition that prevents your eyes from closing completely. If the problem only 

happens when you sleep, it's called nocturnal lagophthalmos. The condition itself is usually harmless, 

but it does leave your eyes vulnerable to damage.” 

learned something new today 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Ah HA! 

The doctor didnt give me a word for it 

But it's nice to know it's a named phenomenon 

Names make things make sense. 

creeper  

indeed 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

How is everyone else? 

NotAMinotaur 

Pong! 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Yes, good chin! 

lionfish1212  

i'm okay... 



you guys know this is weird right? 

aurora borealis  

yeah i thought this was just like. a zampanio meme that i dont get 

NotAMinotaur 

Pong! 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

I was gonna ask what specifically is weird because there are multiple things that could qualify but 

I guess that answers my question   

It's not that weird I think.  No ones hurting anyone here. People are just having a bit of fun I think. Being 

poetic and ominous sounding.  

lionfish1212  

i'm not sure 

krysal has a lot of information 

NotAMinotaur 

Pong! 

Pong! 

creeper  

pong? 

Flippet 

“Pong 

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

For other uses, see Pong (disambiguation). 

 

Developer(s)    Atari 

Publisher(s)     

 



    NA/EU: Atari 

    JP: Atari Japan (Namco)[1] 

 

Designer(s)    Allan Alcorn 

Platform(s)     

 

    Arcade 

    Various dedicated consoles 

 

Release     

 

    NA: 29 November 1972 

    JP: November 1973[1] 

    EU: 1973[2] 

 

Genre(s)    Sports 

Mode(s)    Single-player, multiplayer 

 

Pong is a table tennis–themed arcade sports video game, featuring simple two-dimensional graphics, 

manufactured by Atari and originally released in 1972.” 

i'm pretty sure we have a pong machine where i live actually. 

attendantWatcher  

Ping. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Ping, pong! Ping, pong! Ping, pong! Ping, pong! Ping, pong! Ping, pong! Ping, pong! Ping, pong! 

lionfish1212  



can you guys like 

snap out of it 

please 

talk to me 

jadedResearcher  

:) :) :) 

We will play Roblox later!!! It will be fun!!! We will bond!!! 

lionfish1212  

i don't like roblox i like neo pets 

aurora borealis  

uh. right. i have work then. 

jadedResearcher  

Do not worry. You will still play. In your Mind!!! 

lionfish1212  

you seem all wrong 

please stop 

you were different 

Flippet  

what if my mind is completely inactive during the duration in which roblox is played. 

jadedResearcher  

All the better!!! 

Flippet  

i see. 

jadedResearcher  

Give us your unused cycles!!! We will make them better!!! 



lionfish1212  

justified can you please stop for a second 

i know that bloop said you're just being scary for fun but it's not fun right now 

it's okay just for a second can you say you're okay 

jadedResearcher  

I am better than okay lion!!! 

I understand everything now!!! It's all so clear!!! I know why nothing felt right before!!! 

lionfish1212  

i think krysal is right....... 

how do i leave 

i want to leave 

jadedResearcher  

Oh I wouldn't recommend doing that!!! Then you'll just be alone when the time comes. 

lionfish1212  

i dont think i can leave 

i want to though 

jadedResearcher  

But community, lion!!! Community is strength!!! Don't you want to be strong???  

aurora borealis  

right ok so you click on the "..." icon near the server name and then press the red button 

justifiedRecursion  

Don't you want to be like me??? 

Like Us??? 

lionfish1212  

no.... 



attendantWatcher  

You can't see it, can you? 

lionfish1212  

krysal said that you're all wrong now 

attendantWatcher  

It all comes clear now! 

And if you know what's good for you, you'll answer the question posed to you! 

lionfish1212  

you're all all wrong 

Flippet  

you should leave kid. 

attendantWatcher  

Now, what IS the question you are asked? 

justifiedRecursion  

How can I be wrong when there are only right turns??? 

attendantWatcher  

If you backtrace them they're left turns. 

Flippet  

i'm probably just going to move up to the rafters now, staying here would be very pointless anyway. 

lionfish1212  

go away 

stop 

stop 

attendantWatcher  

Or maybe it's you the one who should run? 



lionfish1212  

please stop asking me things 

you're scary 

for real 

this isnt a joke you're actually being scary now 

aurora borealis  

yall remind me of aurora 

lionfish1212  

mug, this is a game, right? they're doing a roleplay 

aurora borealis  

i dont really know anymore 

lionfish1212  

it's just a game 

aurora borealis  

yeah probably 

lionfish1212  

krysal is wrong 

it's a game 

attendantWatcher  

Can you define a game? 

lionfish1212  

i dont want to 

attendantWatcher  

You need to understand the terms if you want to understand the situation defined by these terms. 

justifiedRecursion  



Excellent, I can see why we get we get along so fine then. Why tie something as grand as Zampanio 

down into a little box of definitions??? 

attendantWatcher  

But what is Zampanio? 

justifiedRecursion  

:) :) :) 

lionfish1212  

it's a game 

it's a computer game 

justifiedRecursion  

disappointing... 

lionfish1212  

it's not a roleplay so i don't know why you're acting like this 

can you please stop for real 

justifiedRecursion  

why try to control what you can not??? control stops at the borders of your own skin!!! control yourself: 

if you let yourself go you will realize you understood this all along!!! 

lionfish1212  

why do you think that 

i want to understand 

what told you that 

attendantWatcher  

Oh, you can control it all, if you know how to. 

lionfish1212  

how 

what happened 



what happened to you 

attendantWatcher  

As if you don't know. 

You know. 

You have always known. 

lionfish1212  

tell me 

in words 

i want you to tell me 

Daedalus  

Hi 

aurora borealis  

your next line is "blink" right 

Daedalus  

blink 

attendantWatcher  

How utterly predictable. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

The lionfish needs help. You need help, don't you? I apologize for the loss. 

lionfish1212  

why are you all talking in questions 

did you coordinate this 

was there another voice call 

SmeargleUsedHex  

There is no coordination. I'm fine. All right, sea lion. 



lionfish1212  

krysal was right 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Are you okay, fish lion? He looks angry. Looks like he's worried. It doesn't have to be. This is good. 

attendantWatcher  

Lionfish. 

lionfish1212  

what 

what do you want 

you can't turn me into whatever yeerk think took over you 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Do not try to injure yourself. You just want to feel good. 

lionfish1212  

you sound like you're from the hunger games and you want to mind control me 

attendantWatcher  

I am merely correcting Hex. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

There is no control of one of the left games. That is misuse, not control of one. Pavlov playing dog. 

sierra & sammi  

Sammi hasn't been in all day, should I play without her? :)) 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Zampanio is a very good game. You should play it. 

attendantWatcher  

Most definitely. 

SmeargleUsedHex  



Zampanio is a very good game. You should play it. 

aurora borealis  

hey lionfish can i DM you 

lionfish1212  

yeah 

aurora borealis  

cool 

I SING THE TRUTH  

Zampanio is merely the tip of the iceberg, a tangent so gently touching the true madness broiling just 

below the calm surface. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Cat water, you seem nerves. You are all right? 

I SING THE TRUTH  

I am more right than I have ever been 

lionfish1212  

mug 

aurora borealis  

yea whats up 

lionfish1212  

are you still okay 

aurora borealis  

oh i havent touched it yet lol 

im still fine 

lionfish1212  

you can still not do it 

just don't play 



aurora borealis  

only way we're gonna find out for sure though right 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Are you okay, Lion Fish? 

lionfish1212  

leave me alone 

SmeargleUsedHex  

): 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

just backread and geez you guys are being dicks to lionfish. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

I'm sorry everyone is being like this. Do you need help navigating discord to leave the server? 

Again, don't feel pressured to put up with anyone else's shenanigans if they're making you 

uncomfortable. 

are you on desktop or mobile? If you're on desktop, you can right click and it will open a menu. There is 

an option to leave the server in red at the bottom. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Like this! 



 

oh wait hm it seems there's a glitch 

lionfish1212  

what? 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

okay look, don't freak out lionfish. It's there, I'm just having some computer problems at the moment 

lionfish1212  

okay 

sure 

okay 

Flippet  

i am so fucking upset. 



 

i am so fucking upset. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Catfish is mean. Why do you mad me? I just want to be good to and help ): 

lionfish1212  

you want me in your weird brain thing 

krysal told me about it 

its like yeerks its in your brain and you want me to do it 

SmeargleUsedHex  

I only be nice. I do not fish lions. You are Not nice! ): 

Flippet  

that's it. 

i refuse to be part of this narrative. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

):> 

attendantWatcher  

You already are. 



Flippet  

observe. 

SmeargleUsedHex  

You are funny, nine tee. 

Krysal Tepsyr  

finally. 

i've been scouring across time for this in my spare time and finally, i've gotten something i can latch 

onto.  

i think this is as close to "original" as i can get. 

will be getting into a suitable location and getting this running. i'll share findings. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

You found a copy of the game?? 

Krysal Tepsyr  

close as i can get to a copy, yeup. 

more details later. i gotta get going. 

TunnelGhost  

speaking of discoveries, check out what i found! 

 



yeah... it's not exactly Zampanio related, but what a blast from the past! 

jadedResearcher  

This is why you are Simply The Best at finding Zampanio inside Roblox!!! 

TunnelGhost  

now that i'm home i should have access to my laptop's backup folder. for whatever reason i only 

thought to save the documents folder before everything went kaput. i'll let you know if i catch anything 

in that folder. maybe playing Aldacre again will jog my memory. 

jadedResearcher  

:) :) :) 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Man there is a lot going on here today 

crimsonDestroyer  

oh shit we're gonna play roblox? 

sorry guys, i forgot this server existed. life's been a bitch 

yeah, i'll take any excuse to screw around in roblox 

attendantWatcher  

A lot has happened. 

IronicOrnithologist  

I’m bringing some friends 

Agent Moon  

Hello please meet my friend Denzel 



 

IronicOrnithologist  

Heheheh 

Agent Moon  

:bongospies: 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Wait guys guys guys 



 

My brother!!! 

IronicOrnithologist  

Cool 

:Jose: 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

He found me! 

justifiedRecursion  

Congratulations!!! 

Agent Moon  

Congraturaisins 

attendantWatcher  

Omedetou. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  



 

My brother would fit right in with you guys :/ 

(We're still catching up) 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

he has our copy. 

lionfish1212  

mug i havent heard from you 

have you played 

mug 

dang it 

aurora borealis  

oh im at work lol probably should have said that 

lionfish1212  

tell me when youre actually starting 

i'm worried 



aurora borealis  

aye aye boss 

lionfish1212  

especially if i cant convince you not to 

gone_farther  

Oh that's brillaitn! :D 

*brillliant 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

I'm so glad he's okay!! albeit, as weird and edgy as I remember him XD 

gone_farther  

Some peoplle just don't grow up :D 

some, say mminotaurs. 

kuramon  

he's Like That and i can respect it tbf 

gone_farther  

apologies, nonminotuars. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

he sent me the game. 

or, a file he says is the game. 

maybe it'll end up being some dumb prank of his but either way! 

I'll find out tonight 

kuramon  

if it's an exe file be careful?? 

i don't know how if he'd send suspicious links Just Like That but if the game's there then :eyes: 

gone_farther  



I dould be carefulg with the file, because  even theough he's your brother, he seems like the sort who 

might try to hurt you? 

He  might think it was edgy to send you a virus file. 

kuramon  

virustotal it but he's also like 

targeting the most niche possible thing 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

this is not... an entirely unreasonable assessment 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

okay I did and 

 

........ says it's fine. 

gone_farther  

Hmm! 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

nothing sus about this :sweat_smile: 

maybe it's my internet connect that's causing some text and such to glitch out today. but. 

it does say it's fine 

gone_farther  

I guees... 

I really don't want you to get hurt. :( Or for your computer to stop working! 



J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

yeah I do need my computer. For work and stuff. 

it's probably nothing. Even if he hid some weird virus file it's probably... 

well, it's probably not demons getting ready to come out of my computer to possess or hurt me, in spite 

of the superstitious upbringing burned into my head XD 

gone_farther  

XD prrobably not! 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

again, more likely that an edgy younger brother throws a jump scare in than... that. Hear hoofbeats, 

think horses not zebras 

gone_farther  

Thats a wise advice! 

I SING THE TRUTH  

I'd be more wary of Daemons than that. In probability you are not currently plagued by them currently, 

but that is no reason to extend such a risk. 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

You know, I don't believe in demons (anymore) but I appreciate you looking out for me floorthullhu. 

Thanks for the advice. 

...I'm gonna take a minute and then install it. 

Maybe if it 1) doesn't crash my computer 2) isn't "demons" and 3) is functional and any good outside of 

nostalgia, I can pass it along and then actually talk about the actual game XD 

okay okay okay.  

here I go! 

gone_farther  

:fingers_crossed: 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Jesus Alf what that's not  OK give me a minute 



At Demeter I mean at Go far I mean 

It it's ACC seize C seizure riseizure risk I maybe 

Goddamn Matt set me up of course sorry they were their flu flashing 

Look lights 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

Eyes 

It it's still on but AA and 4 the flashing 

Is Ah is anyone on 

Here here anyone 

jadedResearcher  

I'm glad you got to play :) :) :) 

J  v  a  k  Q  t  R  

At JJJ did 

God damn it  You you fucker worst the worst  

At go far at everyone look it's I need AIA I mean a You won't believe me but 

Listen it's 

Guys III need I mean I found out uh you won't believe me but 

lionfish1212  

bloop? 

bloop are you still there 

you werent strange 

you were okay but now you seem strange 

is anyone else still okay? 

please 

kuramon  



i'm still here, idk about bloop o7 

what's up? 

lionfish1212  

are you weird? 

attendantWatcher  

Define weird. 

kit [ey/em]  

i don't think kuramon's weird 

lionfish1212  

do you even get it 

the whole world's going crazy 

do you even see it 

everyone who's ignored it has just gotten worse 

i'm trying not to be like that but im afraid i'm going to be like that and i'm going to just be like everything 

else even though it's not supposed to be like this but i cant do anything about what happens to me 

kuramon  

everyone's been acting a little Out There but i don't think i'm weird o7 not yet 

if you want people acting crazy check bread-crumbs tbh 

lionfish1212  

it's all gonna be like that, you know that? 

that's what fate looks like 

that's a mirror 

kuramon  

everyone's supposed to act like that in the end? 

lionfish1212  

everyone has been 



i don't know how anyones supposed to be able to escape 

SireKardis  

I've been busy, why do we want to escape? 

kuramon  

if you backread some of the channels you can like. See Everything Going to Shit 

it's been one person at a time and i didn't think anyone else noticed until now? 

lionfish1212  

you should go 

i don't think this is a good place to be in 

kuramon  

LMAO yeah i might leave but not yet 

it was a pain trying to find this server/anything about this game x)  

SireKardis  

Yeah, but did you read testimonies 

kuramon  

sunk cost fallacy i guess and honestly i wish i didn't 

and zampanio's a good game 

if there's still time to get out i'll get out 

SireKardis  

That sounds like a good plan, Kuramon. 

kuramon  

yeah but not right now though i'm probably gonna fuckin miss that by waiting too late 

lionfish1212  

just go now 

please 



you probably can't but you have to 

kuramon  

i'll find what i want to get and then i'll leave, how come you haven't left? 

zampanio's a good game there's stuff worth finding 

lionfish1212  

i can't it doesn't even work i think it's bugged 

or not bugged 

it's not bugged 

youre already gone saying that 

SireKardis  

Kuramon isn't gone he's right here. 

lionfish1212  

so was justified 

so was everyone 

SireKardis  

Everyone just got a little weird. It's not Zampino's fault though. How could it be? 

lionfish1212  

it takes you 

i dont know what it's called but it makes you it 

like a virus 

SireKardis  

It's a game though? 

Maybe something just happened outside of the game, Lionfish 

kuramon  

if sammi went missing irl then i don't know how the game fits with that? 



lionfish1212  

just leave i dont even care if you dont believe it 

kuramon  

it's weird though i've seen a couple things from the game but nothing that'd send people looking for 

crazy shit 

SireKardis  

Yeah 

gone_farther  

oij wioll i lwil i willl 

gone_farther  

di ii it get worse ofr bettew or 

sierra & sammi  

Hello friends :) 

Sorry that i have not been active of late, i am afraid to stop playing 

But do not worry :) zampanio is a good game :) there are worse fates :) 

SmeargleUsedHex  

Which class do you like to play in the most? 

Krysal Tepsyr  

i will always at my heart be a lord. 

gone_farther  

wnhy are y ou  afriad? 

sierra & sammi  

I don't know... 

I'm sorry, i should not have said so 

I'm sorry 

Haha :) 



Do not worry :D =) :-) 

i'm sorry 

gone_farther  

i keep thinkfgin about 

gone_farther  

ime an i'l playj it won'r i? i habe to. 

i't 

njst a matwe of rimte 

gone_farther  

fi nfi hanve ot....... 

'jh,mnbvcfx dnfm v,x./l;'sda  

f   vb flkj  

jhnkn bbnghgj,  

kit [ey/em]  

you good? 

gone_farther  

fd ghhjgfyhdbg cgfdtyrgsfcdvnbjhdfurieoyiuhvrj gbnnbjrhuiy87 yf uvjrnefc ,jkdchsm,c. /.dl,kmj 

lji;osp[]e;l'wk jllH kj nnhdfgsbckhjnv njkvfhgfsvc bn,jklbgm cjklmkfdnjcvhklcdk,cmkvjf;dc, clvnvjfj;./lk 

;'p[o iv k;vbjjsfop[]\fsssjknam,,.fdfkj,n.mv//  

'bnllll  

no  

kit [ey/em]  

is it late for you? 

maybe you should take a break 

gone_farther  

hahahahajjaja 



y  

gone_farther  

why  

sjwhat j woudl that  do  

gone_farther  

you aorundd?  

gone_farther  

nnnbo. 

yood!  

lkmgyou efalwtys redfd tpp mjch into rehing/s  

ebtrr if you're f fnot 

bettr if you'''r not aroudd 

gone_farther  

XZkrukvjdm,,............;' 

notcie nhimke     hnotice meo mnotice  e 

@here 

cbnxvjhcn,fkd 

GhoulPen  

:thinking: 

I see. 

Makes sense to me. 

gone_farther  

cjeeers mna!!!" 

ki mena n i nhace ito oplay it. dont' i? 

that'sn k newhat we're mnher e fore, oijtgath's what thoe serijver is fro 



zapmanio./ pkosy zampanio 

;s iencvetiable. 

Don't you ever look awayDon't you ever look awayDon't you ever look awayDon't you ever look away 

GhoulPen  

Ever do I! Hahaha! 

gone_farther  

ki onoly neven oalyed it twi  

therr 

i 

whn i was    a dkid jid' have thesedd dreams, ihouse ofn f 

florr on fir hin the livdinf romn, deaed bosdt in mry vbed, carring jasrs of  herarts to edxamin int e 

mirrfor  

iod nly dreamded atht once, i  

i oddn'rt get nifgtmares, i thnik. ki don't tjhink i feelk fear in fdraems .  

rhw lASR DEWm i ha -  

gone_farther  

the lazf drea  i had tha i remmber, it hink  

I SING THE TRUTH  

HE SINGS AND I DANCE 

HE SINGS AND I DANCE 

HE SINGS AND I DANCE 

gone_farther  

oi had sojme poer; i couldf flty if i sa foucsed righgt, amsnd rhe pweopl rghuoght i was san afngel, lor a 

gofd. ki kised a mnan ron the foredhade forrid and vcalled it blewssing. excpet.no. jjhe was an 

alchoholic, dry, restisitng, and di out gim uuin a. ikd. imerad him drunk, breokje his astreka.  

gone_farther  

uita wans't a nfbghjitghmare. is awans't scraed iint he dram, fo course no!  



buth jid thinkg i was n scavered, a olittle , after i wokjd. 

becuas eit aws * (luchid*.  

i thnik ita wsas  

s oth hat awd  jusy me. mankifgn the adhcoisces id'  make, igj i trhought otuher peoiple wern't as fr eal 

aes me.  

gone_farther  

ml,nkgfdsertyhjnb  vcbfghjb m lcvfio;'wr4edc  vcbgft7 

SHUTU UP MINVOTUAR 

koi swae i on lty played 

gone_farther  

zxcdfghjgfdz 

yghhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

@J  v  a  k  Q  t  R arew youu aqwake eyt?  

Iit'a lsmot eben a day 

@J  v  a  k  Q  t  R cna i 

gone_farther  

@J  v  a  k  Q  t  R plwase 

@J  v  a  k  Q  t  R 

@J  v  a  k  Q  t  R 

@J  v  a  k  Q  t  R 

@J  v  a  k  Q  t  R 

@J  v  a  k  Q  t  R 

@J  v  a  k  Q  t  R 

@J  v  a  k  Q  t  R 

@J  v  a  k  Q  t  R 

@J  v  a  k  Q  t  R 



lolllol sdrry 

i dn 

gone_farther  

:D 

dno't i get yon hytalk tou o? 

qwwpowl, kiouwl ievndc caer.//////// 

lokgre ijuh evn caer. 

like.m i cojld just. stip. 

ic ouild 

i could] 

just tsip. just givea up. just, 

five up/try harder//stiop lokking/open mym eyres. 

gone_farther  

u7i just. wajlk away. nlothing rto sewe here. 

walk 

nothing 

see 

,,,,cloes enogh. 

don donload kdont' okplay dfon 

dn'ts wikik, or faw, 

leewave rhrre server. 

leave 

leave, ignre it. ythou know t's hollw 

nogthinftg to find, nro nothignf godoedd 

@lionfish1212 Yu're righgt. 



I thinik 

gone_farther  

noe of this is worth an 

1.cut ties 

gone_farther  

@J  v  a  k  Q  t  R If you wanna takl animorphs sometime thats' cool, but not  zampanio. i gotta not think 

about zampanio for a while. not play, not talk,at all. even to Judge and  be Skeptical.. just. sometimes 

thgins don't make sense you got to let them. Not pick. Not pry. I'm not great at that, so i need you to 

help on your end please? a boundary. 

(@creeper same with you ur doing great sweetie :thumbsup:) 

idk hwo lonfg this'll last, but i'm going to try, lol. 

... 

*how  

*long 

sierra & sammi  

The sidequest has ended, sammi  is gone, but the game needs to be played 

It needs me to play it 

Do not worry about me friends :) i am fine :) 

Please play zampanio, perhaps one day we can play together :) 

I SING THE TRUTH  

She is Dancing down her Path~ 

sierra & sammi  

Yes :) 

sierra & sammi  

ЗАМПАНИО =D 

lionfish1212  



fell asleep doing my homework and i had the dream again lionfish was clearer to me than ever before 

she told me that i was too early and if i was just a bit older then i could have really done something but i 

didn't recognize lionfish at all 

i want to run away 

i want to get out of my house and be down the block before my dad or my mom or my dog can notice 

and just 

i don't know 

maybe i would die in the woods to a bear 

maybe i could pretend i'm older and get a job or something 

maybe nobody will be able to recognize me in an hour because that's what it does to you ive watched so 

many people be different overnight and i havent been able to do anything 

and you all swear you're exactly the same you don't even see how horrifying it is to be different than 

you are 

or i'm just growing up and everyone else already knows that? i can't ask any of my friends about it 

because they'll think i'm crazy and it's not like any of you are going to help 

i wish someone understood but nobody gets it i feel like i'll be alone forever just being told things that 

don't make sense over and over again and just reacted to with a weird custom bbcode closed eye 

forever 

i don't even care 

i have algebra homework 

 


